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-Columbia adopts new grading policy
c;

COLUMBIA
cOLLEGE I.IDRAJ

Ba ck PM.e

By Ryan Adair
Copy Editor

This may result with a student at the lowest end of the
grade step actually doing the same as another student at
the higher end of the grade step. L'nder the proposed
grading change, a plus or minus would el iminate that
unfair advantage.
The comm ittee noted that having a plus/mi nus system
could also motivate students to their full potential.
During the final weeks of a semester, when students
realize they are able to earn a plus grade reward or a
minus grade penalty, their dedication toward the class is
more likely to increase.
Although this new c hange will alter the physical outcome of students " grades. the p lan will also retain the
current 4.0 scale and offers a greater potential for each
swdent, since the plan will accurately reflect their per-

Columbia students may see a s igni fi cant change on their
report cards in the near future. T he Academ ic Affairs
committee has unanimously agreed upon a proposed
change of the current grading system.
The new a lternative to the grading policy w ill be an
imple mentation o f a plus/minus th irteen-step system,
which w ill provide a greater flexibility than the current
five-step variety. Th is is intended to offer facu lty and students the most accurate and commonly accepted grading
available.
"The main reason for the committee to consider the
change is to help grade inflation among students," said
fonnance.
Sheldon Patinkin, chairman of the Theater department and
.;
The system is not likely to reduce college-wide G PAs.
chair of the Academic Affairs committee.
L-- - - -- -- - ---''--- - - - -- - - -__J There is no need to pa nic just yet about a plus/minus
many
facul
ty
members
on
a
regular
basis,
ranging
from
"This [grading policy] is really a standard procedure at
system. Pat ink in stated the proposed change would not
the correcting of term pape rs, exams a nd projects. to the go into effect college-wide until the fall of 200 I.
other colleges," he said.
As of now, grade rounding is a popular strategy used by actual assigning o f a final grade for the semester.

"The main reason for the committee to consider the change Is to
help _
grade Inflation among
students," said Sheldon PaUnkln.

Students react to campus safety
By Fiona Odumosu
Staff Writer

" I felt myself subconscious ly looking at C\ ery AfricanAm erican man that fit the description on the police sketch
and wondering if he was capable of this rape," Lorrai ne
Long, an advertising major, said.
One week after a Columbia student's c laims of sexual
Rhonda Steinman, an advertising art major, said that she
assault were declared unfounded, students on Columbia's fee ls vulnerable commuti ng fro m Columbia's Residence
campus are still watc hing their backs as they continue to Center at 731 S. Plymo uth, due to the la rge groups of men
fee l unsafe commuting to the schoo l's main bui ldings.
from the Pacific Mi ss ion that solicit at the corner of Balbo
The police sketch of an African-A merican man that was and State.
posted a ll over Col umbia 's buildings has left a sour taste
"On a daily basis one of these men will throw some kind
in the mouths of many students.
o f indecent sex ual comment at me. It's just an unnecesr - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - - -- - - -- ---, sary annoya nce," Steinman
said.
" ·
Lori Ha rdy, management
major,
com mutes
to
Col umbi a from the south
suburbs, and said s h~ fee ls
relatively safe walking during the day in the Loop.
"I've never had any frighten ing
ex periences
at
Col um bia during the rour
years I've been a student. I
always greet the homeless
men that walk in the Loop,
and most of them are friendly," Hardy said.
Howe ver, it is not only
walking the stree ts of the
LOO!J tha t makes students
ne rvous; many students a lso
said they do not fee l sa fe in
Columbia's buildings.

Yii:hik.a Mt:hrtra. advertising major. said she doc!s not
feel safe in the buildings becaus~ of th~ absence of a
strong security presence.
"'Most of the security guards that l"ve seen just sit down
a ll day in front of the build ings. therefor~ they cannot
monitor what is going on in the rest of the building;·
Mehrtra said.
There is no monitoring of peopl~ who come into
Columbia's main academ ic build ings. As a result, anybody can walk around the noors of these buildings until
II p.m. There are no panic bullons on any floor. In case
o f possible danger, students must locate the security guard
on duty.
"'The fact that Columbia has failed to install panic buttons in the buildings makes me feel very uneasy, especially when I am here in a deserted buildin g on Saturdays.'"
Long said.
The securi ty guards that work in Columbia's bu ildings
are e mployed and trained by S DA. wh ich is a n outsid~
security agency.
"'Th~se guards are j ust trying to do their job. It is th~
respons ibility o f Col umbia to enforce further securit)
measures for the students " protection," Steinman said.
With the growth e xplosion of Columbia in the Loop. the
distance students have to walk (o ften alone) to get to their
classes has greatly increased.
Dokki Kang, a bus iness majo r said, " I am a man, and
sometimes I too feel unsafe walking in the Loop when it
gets dark. Columbia needs a campus securit) car that can
patrol the many differen t buildings. We pay too much
money to have to worry about our safety at school."

South Park character soon to invade a PC near you?
By Amber Holst
Assistant Editor

Donn ie Seals Jr./Chronicle

Johnny Rzeznlk, lead singer of the Goo Goo Dolls, performs live for ABC's " Good
Morning America• In front of Buckingham Fountain early Friday morning to a
crowd of enthuslasUc fans
·

A potentially troublesome virus was discovered on a computer in the 624 South
Michigan Ave. building on April 25,
according to the college's Management
Information Systems Department.
The virus is a new outbreak of the
"Pretty Park Virus," a Trojan Horse variety virus which was first discovered in
France about this time last year.
According to Kelly Shall, a spokesperson
for Network Associates, a manufacturer of
anti-virus software, "it is spreading pretty
fast" across computers around the world.
The new fonn of the virus is officially
labeled as " W32/PreUy. worm.unp" and
arrives as an email attachment named
"PrenyPark.exe."

If a user runs the program, it may show
up as a screensaver, in the latest case as
the animated "South Park" character Kyle
Brofloski, which appears on the user's
desktop. Meanwhile, the virus can rapidly
proliferate by secretly attaching itself to
email addresses found in a recipient's
computer.
Every half-hour, the virus will try to
send itself to the Internet addresses found
in the infected computer.
This can happen with
both users of Netscape
and Microsoft Outlook
Express, according to
M IS officials.
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Cultural Center dedication

The Hermann D. Conaway Multicultural Center w1ll be dedi' ~ted Oil Frida)~, May 5 at 4 p m
The center. wh1ch 1s located on the first floor of the 1104 S
Wabash bu1ld1ng, houses a gallery, multi-level coffee house and
performance space equ1pped w1th several stages and a state-ofthe-art sound system
Hermann D. Conaway was a much-loved dean at Columbia.
The center. which is named as a tribute to h1s legacy, is
des1gned to enhance the social. cultura l and intellectua l enrichment of student life and the Columbia community
The ded,cat1on ceremony w1ll include a buffet d1nner and a
performance by the Barrett SISters

Columbia student sings at the Apollo
Columbia student Joy Gath1ngs IS Slnglf19 at the Apollo
Gath1ngs. who IS v.orl<ing toward a degree 1n theater and markebng,
taped a performance that Will a~r sometime this month
In the performance. Gathings sang the rhythm and blues hrt "For You
I Will," whiCh won her a second-place prize in a talent competition held at
DuSabtle Museum.
A student of black music. Gath1ngs has done research at the Center
for Black MUSIC at Columbia.
The shaN "Showtime at the Apollo· airs nightly at 1 a m on Channel
5 in Ct-.cago.

Students given chance to honor
inspiring teachers
The nom1nees for the 2000 Excellence '" Teaching Awa rd
have been announced at Columb1a The emphas1s th1s year IS on
teach1ng that challenges and encourages students
Students are being offered the opportunity to wnte a letter of
support for any teacher that has mspired their own work and edu·
cat1on
Students should deta1l ev1dence and spec1f1c examples 1n their
lette rs Be sure to wnte how the teacher's lessons encouraged

Drummer Prince Bay perform s his
beats and rhymes In front of the
Wabash building on April 27 for an
appreciative crowd of Columbia students and faculty.
"I want to promote International peace
through my music," said Bay.

Nike chairman reconsiders donation to U.of Oregon
Tribune Media Services

The University of Oregon's plans to join the
Worker Rights Consortium. an anti-sweatshop group,
have prompted Phil Knight. chairman of ike Inc., to
rethink a multi-million dollar gift to help renovate the
uni\l~rs it y's stad ium .
Knight, an alumnus of the Uof O. was planning to
donate or raise $30 million toward the $80 million
cnt1cal or creat1ve th1nk1ng and/or a deepened enthusiasm for the
stad ium project, but apparently changed his mind last
process of learn1ng.
wee k after uni versity officials announced their deci Letters must be rece1ved by May 4 to be cons1dered The fol1
sion to join the consortium.
lowing is a list of those teachers nominated.
In a statement, N ike said it wouldn 't discuss
Knight's " private philanthropy."
FULL-TIME FACULTY:
While Oregon officials confi rmed that Knight had
made no fonnal pledges, they also said they were left
Rose Economou. Journalism
with the distinct impression that he wanted to be sigJoan Erdman, L1beral Education
ni ficantly involved with the project.
Carmelo Estemch, Liberal Education
Nike, based in Beaverton. Ore., has doggedly
Arlene Greene. English
opposed the consortium, which is made up primarily
Willi am Hayashi, Senior Seminar
of students and labor groups bent on excludi ng apparAnn Hemenway, Fiction Writing
el manu facturers from the organi1A11ion's power strucKevin Henry, Art and Design
ture .
Edna Joh nston. Interpreter Training
Nike favors the Fair Labor Association. which
Sara Livingston, Television
evolved from meetings between apparel makers, the
Shyla G. McGill, Science and Math
U .S. Labor Department and considers about 130 uniThomas Mula, Theater
versities among its members.
Gregory A . Neul, Institute for Science Education
"The WRC is a loosely formed organit.ation
Niki Nolin, Academic Co mputing
' whose operating tenets i nclude a 'gotcha mon itoring'
Jean Petrolle, English
system and an ambiguous living-wage provision," the
Andrea Polli, A cademic Computing
Nike Web si te states.
Teresa Prado s-Torreira , liberal Education
"Nei ther Nike nor any of our competitors can
Barry Rice , Journalism
even join the WRC because they exclude companies
Wade Roberts, Fiction Writing
from partici pat ing in their process which we
Nana Shineflug, Interdisciplinary Arts
believe demonstrates the lack of depth and commi tLynn Sloan, Photography
men t to serious reform of factory conditions."
"The U of 0, despite its unique relationship with
PART-TIME FACULTY:
Nike and Knight, is free to align itself with the
WRC," the statement conti nued. " l lowcvcr. it docs
Jeff Abell, Interdisci plinary Arts
not mean that we are required to support those cOons
Jose Andreu, Art and De sign
with which we have fundamental disagreements."
Michael Barlow, Art and Design
Consort.iun~ supporters maintain that the only
Terry Brunner, Journalism
ways to objeCti vely mon1lor manufacturers' working
Julie Caffey, Senior Seminar
Jam es Cogan, Radio/Sound
Donald C rumbley Sr., L1beral Education
Joan Dickinson, Interdisciplinary Arts
Drew Ferguson, Fiction Writing
Emtly Gaul, Science and Math
Continued from Front Page
Lott Hill, Fiction Writtng
Michele Hoffman , Sa ence and Math
Joseph Laiacona, Academic Computing
John C . Landry, Academic Computing
Information from the user's com puter such us pussLaurie Lawlor, F1ct1on Writing
words can then be lransmiued to the uuthnr o f the
Jose Lopez, liberal Education
vi ru ~.
Thomas Moss, English
In addi tion to spreading itsel f through cmui l. l' rcuy
Susan Mroz, FilmMdeo
Park can also propugale through on Internet Chut
Susan Muir1head, FilmMdeo
Channel, where it cun do odditi onul harm by stculin11
Deborah Reed , FtlmMdeo
passwords, user names, computer inlornwtiun and
Litjen Tan, lnstttute for Science Education
other datu und send it buck to the nuthor of the virus.
Mary Lou Wade, English
Uccuusc the virus sends out inlormation ovcry 10
seconds, it cun ulso drumnticully slow network systems, according to computer ox ports.

Virus

conditions is to have outside sources do the monitoring and by keeping manufacturers off the group's
governing board.
In the last couple of months. Nike has moved to
end its contract to supply unifonns and equipment for
Brown University's men's and women's hockey
teams after that institution also pledged to join the
WRC. Oregon University decided to join the consortium two weeks ago after a year of deliberations and
votes by student government leaders and the uni vers ity senate .

Duff takes initiative to
increase staff involvement
By Katie Celani
Copy Editor
Columbia President John B . Duff announced the
appointment of a new committee designed to
improve staff involvement in college life. The main
objective of the group is to deal with communications, training and development and other issues
important to the staff at the college.
Duff says he has long believed that the staff needs
greater involvement in the college community.
Duff took the suggestions of the North Central
A ssoc iation accreditation team and incorporated
many measures to increase staff involvement.
Prior to the appointment of the commiuee, the
Humttn Resources Department held a series of
workshops to listen to staff concerns. Human
Resources dctennined that the sta.f f also felt the
need for improved communications and training
and development.
_D uff also recently incorporated staff communications events. Duff says he feels that this commit·
tee will determine innovative ways to better lhe
staff working environment.
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Columbia staffers take their children to work
to experience a day in the life of their parent
By Matt Richmond

Copy Editor

Last Thursday, April 28, the children of Columbia
staff and faculty members enjoyed a full day of
activities in celebration of Take Our Daughters to
Work Day.
Thirty g irls and I 0 boys attended the event, which
began at 8:3 0 a.m. with a continental breakfast and
sign-in.
After breakfast, each chi ld followed his or her parent to the office to learn how Mommy or Daddy
spends each day.
After a buffet-style lunch for the kids, parents and
vol unteers, the chi ldren took tours of participating
academic depa rtments, each offering hands-on
activities.
Rhonda Hart, administrative assistant in Human
Resources, whose I 0-year-old daughter aspires to
be an artist, said the day of activities was a great
ex perience for her child.
"The day gave her a good opportunity to learn that
there are various career options in the arts," Hart
said.

Donnie Seals Jr./Chronicle

The children of some of Columbia's faculty who participated In the "Take your child to work day" activities.
Students Wiilked around campus with Mom or Dad while touring different departments.

Napster causes controversy across campuses
· Metallica sues software, 3 schools over music piracy
By James Boozer

Tribune Media Services
One of the newest and largest online music-sharing
sites, Napster, suffered a major blow last week when the
rock group Metallica sued it and three universities for
copyright and racketeering violations.
The su it claims that Napster, along with Yale
University, Indiana University and the University of
Southern Ca lifornia, encouraged the trading of copyrighted music over the Internet without prior permission from
Metallica.
"It is sickening to know that our art is being traded like
a commodity rather than the art that it is," said Metallica
drummer Lars Ulrich in a statement on the Elektra
Records Web site. "We take our craft, whether it be the
music, the lyrics, or the photos and artwork very seriously."
Napster, a San Mateo, California-based company that
grew out of a dorm room at Northeastern University,
allows registered users to search and download music
directly from the hard drives of other Napster users.
The files are stored using the MP3 dig ital fo rmat
which allows them to be transmitted over the Web. The
MP3 digital files allow for the content of an average compact disc to be compressed to one-tenth its original size
while retaining its crystal-clear sound quality.
Joining Metallica in its fight against Napster is the

Napsler v2 0 BETA 5
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J,j::J lllani• morisette-thank you.mp3
J,j::JAice in Chaint Heaven Beside You.mp3

The Napster software allows students to download
music from the Internet
Recording Industry Association of America. The RIAA
filed a copyright infringement suit against Napster in
December of last year. They also support a new standard,
the Secure Digital Musical Initiative, aimed at wiping out
music piracy and establishing a copy-protected alternative
to the MP3.
"We regret that the band's management saw fit to issue
a press release- and to file a lawsuit- without even
attempting to contact Napster," said Eileen Richardson,
CEO of Napster, in a statement to the Associated Press.
The suit marks a new chapter in this music battle by

Due to suit, Yale blocks student access to Napster
Napster, a San Mateo, Calif.-based company, a llows
registered users to search and download music directly
from the hard drives of other Napster users. The files are
Tribune Media Services
stored using the MP3 digital format which allows them to
be transmitted over the Web.
Bowing to legal pressure, Yale University has decidThe MP3 digital files allow for the content of an avered to block access to the online music-sharing site, age compact disc to be compressed to one-tenth its origiNapster, after being sued by the rock group "Metallica" nal size whi le retaining its crystal-clear sound quality.
on April 13 for copyright and racketeering violations.
The Recording Industry Association of America has also
Officials at Indiana Univers ity, which is also named in joined the battle against Napster. The RIAA filed a copyright infr ingement suit against them in December of last
the suit, have vowed to follow Yale's lead.
The heavy-metal band claims Napster, along with Yale, year. They also support a new standard, the Secure Digital
IU and the University of Southern Ca liform a, encou.raged Musical Initiative, aimed at wiping out music piracy and
the trade of copyrighted music over the Internet wtthout establishing a copy-protected alternative to the MP3.
Metallica is seeking to have the Napster site shut down,
.
.
prior permission from Metallica.
" We appreciate the prompt and responstble reaction by and the RIAA is asking for $100,000 for each copyright
Yale University in dealing with the g ross v10lauons of infringement. It is believed that the RIAA suit could force
copyright laws and the protections of intellectual proper- an amendment to the law governing electronic copyright
issues passed in !998.
ty," said the band in a statement.
"The lawsuit made us look at this issue in great detail,"
Officials at USC have not responded to the suit or decidsaid Christopher Simpson, Indiana University's vice pres- ed whether or not they will join Yale and IU in blocking
access
to Napster.
ident of public affairs. " It is our view that the umverstty ts
not liable. But it· is clear that the individuals may be."

By James Boozer

involving three universities. Offi c ial s at Indiana
Un iversity have yet to respond to the suit citing that they
have not seen a copy of it. IU blocked access to Napster
in mid-February, but restored it last month :.iler fixing its
computer system.
Ya le Univers ity officials alerted its students in
February to the requirements of federal copyright laws as
they applied to Napster according to university
spokesman Tom Conroy. "[The school] is firml y committed to respecting intellectual property rights. We believe
that the university has no liabil ity to Metallica."
Officials at USC could not be reached for comment.
Metallica is seeking to have the Napster site shut
down, and the RIAA is asking for $100,000 fo r each copyright infringement.
It is believed that the RIAA suit could force an amendment to the law governing electronic copyright issues
passed in 1998.
With an estimated base of 8 million users, Napster is
just one piece of the MP3 empire that continues to thrive
and may continue to do so for years to come.

USC won't block students'
access to music Website
Tribune Media Services
The University of Southern California says it won't
join other schools in blocking students' access to the
popular Napster lnternet site, which lets people swap
music.
The university made the announcement Friday in
response to a lawsuit fi led by the heavy metal rock
band Metallica, which named USC, Yale University
and Indiana University as defendants, accusing the
schools of encouraging students to pirate copyrighted
music.
Yale and Indiana were dropped from the action after
announcing they would block access to the Napster
site.
USC issued a statement Friday saying it will permit
its students access to Napster "only fo r demonstrably
legal purposes from designated university personal
computers and under university supervision."
A university lawyer, Carol Mauch, said the Napster
site contains some applications "which are clearly
legal, such as the chat rooms focused on various styles

of music."
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Full Time Nominees
Rose Economou,Journalism
Joan Erdman,Liberal Education
Emily Gaul,Science &Math
Arlene Greene, English
William Hayashi,Senior Seminar
Ann Hemenway,Fiction Writing
Kevin Hen~, Art &Design
Edna Johnston,Interpreter Training
Sara Livingston,Television
Shyla G.McGill, Science &Math
Thomas Mula,Theater
Grego~ A. Neul,Institute lor Science
Education
Niki Nolin,Academic Computing
Jean Petrolle,English
Andrea Polli,Academic Computing
Teresa Prados·Torreira,Liberal Education
Bar~ Rice,Journalism
Wade Roberts, Fiction Writing
Nana Shinellug,lnterdisciplina~ Arts
Lynn Sloan,Photography

Part Time Nominees

The Columbia College Excellence in Teaching Award rewards teaching that inspires student
interest and creativity, facilitates mastery of the material, and encourages knowledge of self.
For 2000, the emphasis is on teaching that challenges and encourages students to discover
and learn about themselves . In the language of Columbia College's statement of purpose,
we want to recognize and celebrate teaching strategies that "help students find out who they
are and to discover their own voices, respect their own individuality, and improve their selfesteem and self-confidence."
Students and faculty are encouraged to submit letters in support of nominated faculty
members, whose names and departments are listed below. The most helpful letters will
speak directly to the above criteria and will include detailed evidence, specific examples of
teaching effectiveness.
All letters must be received by Thursday, May 4, 2000.
Send lct1ers to David H. Krause
Director Center for Jeaching Excellence
CoJumbla
lege Chicago
6~ Sou Michigan Avenue Roo 1107,
Ch1cago, Illinois 60 5
Signed hard cople preferred; e- ails (dkrauso(t!) popmall.coJ m." "'"'·" "'"
fa ee (312·344·8083) acceptpd. Questions? Contact RichArd Pro
.."""' ".. ..,"....,"'·~-AUlstant, Center for Teaching xcollonce at 312·344·74::>4.

Jeff Abell,lnterdisciplina~ Arts
Jose Andreu,Art &Design
Michael Barlow,Art &Design
Ter~ Brunner,Journalism.
JulieCaffey,Senior Seminar
James Cogan,RaditJSound
Donald Crumbley,Sr.,Liberal Education
Joan Dickinson,lnterdisciplina~ Arts
Drew Fe~uson, Fiction Writing
LOH Hill Fiction Writing
,

'·

,

Michele Hoffman,Science &Math
J hLa' A d • C ul'
osep lacona, ca ernie omp mg
John C.Land~, Academic Computing
La · lawl F' t' W't'
une or, IC 10n rl mg
Jose Lopez,Liberal Education
:a
Thomas Moss,English
-~
Cl
Susan
~
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Would vou like

COLUMBIA (HROHICLI one of these on·
C o l u m b ia

' s

vour resume;»
Second Place- General Excellence
Sec ond Place - Critical Review Other Than
Film: Mike O'Brien

- .

Students must be h( goqd academic standlng,..enrolle~ln at least 12 credit hours In the fall
semester and should be taking and or have taken the core courses In either journalism or
photography. Knowledge of Wh1dows NT, word processing,'4~
Phot«!$hop andjor QuarkXpress
Is a huge plus but-not required.' ~11 editors must be 'ayalla.ble on' Tuesday for the College
Newspaper Workshop claS.S (53-lOOl-01) and our staff mee~ng, and every Friday for produc'
.
~
.
tlon of the paper.
' ·
If you're a dedicated, bard-working student who.doesn't mind working every week with a
bunch of crazy stuilents and would like a grea(Joli for next year, call (ll2) 344-7432 and
ask for Chris Rlc~ert, .~nd r11 answer any questions and set up an Interview. Please be pre·
pared to present a resume, a transcript listing any journallsmJphotography classes you
have taken and some examples of your work when you come for your interview. Please
don't hesitate to call and ask questions. Our office Is In the 623 S. Wabash Bldg. Room 205.
,,
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~
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First Place - Front Page Layout: James Boozer

..

Third Place - Editorial: James Boozer

Jlf""V'JI!-

First Place - Feature Writing: Valerie Danner,
Jessica Quist and Chris Richert
Third Plac e - Sports News Story: Graham
Couch
Second Place - Sports Feature Story: Graham
Couch
Second Place - In-Depth Reporting: Elizabeth
Nendick, Stephanie Berlin, Carmen DeFalco,
Todd Hofacker and Jen Magid

Positions Available •••••
Campus Editor
The Campus Editor Is in charge of news coverage of events, Issues and people on campus. This Individual must be available at least 20
hours per week. They will be In charge of assigning and collecting campus [news/ feature] stories from staff writers and correspon·
dents and they will also be In charge of layout and design of the Campus section.

Viewpoints Editor
The VIewpoints Editor Is responsible In assigning and collecting opinion stories and columns for publication. This Individual will also be
In charge of layout and design of the viewpoints section. They must also be available for at least 20 hours per week.

Arts & Entertaiment Editor
The Arts & Entertalment Editor Is In charge of news coverage of events, Issues and people within the arts & entertalment field. This
Includes coverage on campus, and the Chicago area. This person must be responsible, and work well with others. They will be In charge
of assigning arts & entertainment stories to staff writers and correspondents, and the layout and design of the section. They must also
be available for at least 20 hours per week.

Assistant Editors (various sections)
Assistant Editors help with supervising various parts of the newspaper, and assist Section Editors with story assignments and In some
cases, design and layout of the section. They will also produce stories and/ or colums for various sections of the newspaper. These
students must be available at least 10 hours a week.

Copy Chief & Copy Editors
Copy Edltol'$ are In charge of checking, polishing and correcting stories written by staff editors, writers and correspondents.

New Media Editor & New Media Staff
The New Media Editor & Staff are responsible for the content and design of the Chronicle's award-winning web site.
WWW.CCCHRONICLE.COM

• • • •••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• • ••••••••••••••••••••• • •• •••• • •• • •• ••••••••••

Staff Writers/Photographers
Any students interested in receiving college credit as a staff writer or photographer MUST sign up for the College Newspaper
Workshop (53-3001-01.) which is listed under Journalism in the Fall 2000 course schedule. All students are welcome to write for
the Chronicle; howp·,er, only journalism and photography students may sign up for the workshop.
···· · ····· · · ~ ·· ····· · · ·· ···· ···· · ······· · ······ · ········································ · ·

EDITORIAL

Boy for sale! Boy for sale!
Let it go. That's wha t we say.
For six months, we have watc hed little Elian
Gon7~1 1ez prance around behind a Miami fence ; Elian the
political weapon; E lian the media toy.
As if all of that wasn't enough, now Elian memora·
bilia is available for you to own on ebay.com . S imply
ty pe in the word "Eiian" and 71 items come up for you
to bid on. You can put up a price for the Elian.com
domain name for $50,000. An " Eiian Nation," not
" Alien Nation" domain name is currently at $ 5,000.
JuanGonzalcz.com ? $399. A picture from a coloring
book allegedly colored by Elian? $1 52. 50 . On the cheaper end, you can get a Fidel Castro "greatest dad" mug fo r
$8.95.
Upon first reading that, you' ll chuckle. But if you
really think about the ramifications of it, this poor little
boy is going to have a difficult future at best. And everybody's to blame for that. There are his Miami relati ves
who, deep down wanted to he lp Elian, but ended up
soaking in the media spotlight. There are the media oafs
who lined up o utside of the Miami fence everyday, wait-

ing for the moment when Elian would peak his head out
throug h the fence so they'd have the image o f his innocent face to lead their newscasts ofT with. And now an
Internet auction on a squirrel picture he supposedly colored? What next?
If you think about it, none of this would have happened if it was Elian's father who had perished on the
raft on his way to America six months ago, and Elian's
mother was back in Cuba, wanting her son to come
home. With so many parents not partaking in their children 's lives nowadays, you'd think the masses would
applaud the e fforts of Juan Gonzalez for wanting his son
returned to him, not try to prevent the reunion at every
turn . It's Juan Gonzalez's son and it is his decision
where he wants to raise him . It 's not for us to decide via
what we arc disto rtcdly fed thro ugh the Miami relatives
and the media.
Now that the boy has been reunited w ith his father, it
is time to give the child some privacy in the hopes that
he can try to lead a life filled with at least some normalcy.

And since you've got the old wallet open ...
To what can only be described as pure horro r on
behalf of Columbine v ic tims' families, authorities have
released to the public a three-hour videotape that features footage of the bloody afterma th of the country's
worst school shooting.
Among the footage represented is a compre hens ive,
bloody tour o f the library, where 12 people died. and
footage of slain and crippled students being dragged to a
waiting helicopte r. A ll of this is set to the tunc of a pop
music soundtrack. and can be yours for a cool $25.
But before you rush for your wallet. thi nk about how
you would feel if you had to see a puddle of blood. covered only by a notecard explaining that your dead
teenager's body used to lie there . As long as this tragedy
is exploited- and this tape wi ll serve no ot her purpose
than to c'ploit those who died for it-such nightmarish
footage is what some parents haw to sec all the timeon TV. in print. and now on home v ideo.
Littleton s pokespe rson Kc lli Nardc justilicd the
release of the \ idc:o tapcs as an c.:ducational tool. say mg
that they have been put to good usc in more than 80

training seminars in the United States and Canada.
But what, exactly, is the lesson? This latest gaffe by
authorities in Colorado 's Je fferson County seems more
Cop Rock than Police Academy. There is no narration.
The re arc no interviews with fami ly members of the victims or the shooters. No o ne com es o nscreen to discuss
tac tics or preventive method s.
The only prominent voices on the tape, in fact, are
those of the musicians. And the ly rics- w hich focus on
love and remem brance and little e lse- have nothing to
do w ith training anybody.
Issuing these tapes to the publ ic is a done deal. no
matter how dubious such a move may he. The talk now
turns to whether o r not teachers should present this "educational tool" in c lass as a way of driving home the
impact Columbine had.
But if impact is what peo ple a rc looking for. they

lll.."t.:d
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no further than the victims' families. who

to the s hc rilT's department, must start O\c.;r
one...· again in their search for peace and c losure over this
awful turn of C\cnts.

By Billy O'Keefe

AMERICA'S
NEWEST
O'WORMS
From the
Chronicle
Mailbag
I
ccc h r o n l c t e . com

e ditor

I am deeply offended hy Donnte Sea ls ' editorial in
ttlc April 24th edttion o f The Chrontcle .
llnw dare he p<Jint fingers at the rest o f the wor ld
c•l ltng
" rae•"" when he is only pcrpetwtling it him-

self. Ins tead o f looking at ull the stereotypes thut
could've been involved , he focuses o n the fnct that the
g irl de" ri bed an African-American. Why not focus on
the fact that it w'" a heavy -se t ntun and the stereoty pes
that inc lude• Or, mayhc that it was a man nt nil ! She
could ' ve hccn ju..;t as eas ily "raped" hy n wunturt !
It's a tre tlle ndously sud s tury that the ~tir l involved

u•
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but I miss it
By Alex Janco
Staff Writer

" I know it's only rock 'n' ro ll , but I like it."
So goes the 1974 c lassic by the Rolling Stones, one of
the greatest rock bands in mus ic history. They are also one
of the most influential g roups of all time, something that is
missing in music today. It seems as if today's music lacks
the punch and aggressive ness that made yeste rday's groups
legends.
The re arc no good rock bands anymore. The Led
Zeppelins, Aerosmiths a nd Van Halens have been replaced
by Oasis and Smashing Pumpkins (who seem to be identified more as a lternative than rock). There is also Kid Rock
and Limp Bizkit (which I call c rap but most people call
rap).
Musical boundaries have been fuzzed for the last five to
e ight years. In today's music scene, rap is rock, pop is R&B
and country is pop. With that said, I would like to ask,
what's the big deal with today 's boy bands and pop groups
anyway? They're no t really that good, nor arc they talented. Just because they can dance in skimpy clothing, look
good with a goatee and have people screaming for them on
"Tota l Request Li ve" with Carson Daly, does that make
them good musicians? I don't think so. I think there's mo re
to being a good musician than just be ing a good e ntertaincr. Artists li ke David Bowie and Madonna are conside red
"classic" because they are constantly c hang ing their image
and their sound. Well, image isn't everything.
A good arti st is someone who actually wri tes his or her

llU\\ , tha n~:l

Editoon: Special depressing edition

The black man's column gets
no love

It's only
rock 'n' roll,

Edito rial•

See Lttltrs, following pago
t~rn

tho opinions of the r dttorial Oonrd of ll1u Culumbln

Ct lfonlcltr Columns ~:~ro

the op1nlont of the nuthor(t)

Vlewe tncpr•••• d In thll publication trw tho•• o f the wrlttr •nd
oro not tho oplnlono uf Tiro Columbia Clrronlclo, Columbta'a
Journolltm Otpartrnont or Columbia College Chtcogo.

In contrast, '9os music lacks substance. Artists
such as New Kids On the Block, Leif Garrett
and Tiffany have disappeared faster than you
can say "missing teen idols" because their
music lacked substance and none wrote their
own materia!, meaning once their "sound" disappeared, they disappeared.
own songs, and can be a s pokesman for his o r her generation. Artists like the Beatles. the Ro lling Stones, the Beach
Boys, the Who and Led Zeppelin are great m usicians not
only because they wrote the ir own material, but a lso
because they shaped mus ic forever. T hese g roups a lso
show that good things can com e from drug use. Though
they were mostly in a haze. they were st)ll able to interpret
the things going on around them and speak to everyone
through music .
There a re no albums tha t have come out in the past five
years that can be considered "classic" and in the last I 0
years maybe o nly Nevermind by Nirvana.
Bob Dy la n is anothe r c lassic (no pun intended) example of my point. His e ntire purpose was to speak out against
politics. the Vietnam War and the way that our country was
being run. Songs such as "Biowin' In the Wind" and "The
T imes they arc a Changin "' were anthems for people g rowing up in the '60s.
In contrast, ' 90s music lacks substance. Artists such as
New Kids On the Bloc k, LeifGarrct1 and Titl'any have disappeared faster than you can say missing teen id o ls because
thei r music lacked s ubstance and none wrote their o wn
material. meaning once their "sound" disappeared, they
d isappeared .
And don't laug h at NKOTB. because all the Backstreet
Boys and n ' Sync arc is N KOTB with facial hair.
In fact, the two c losest people w e have to being legends
in music today arc Noel Gallagher and Billy Corgnn. They
write all the songs for their bands, and they have survived
the grunge movement and continue to put out great albums.
But keep in mind w ho their influences nrc. Oasis hilS lo ng
llcen critic ized fo r ripping o tl'thc Bcutles and Billy Cof'1lnn
s ings the praises of Brian Wilson a nd the Beach Boys.
With the recent rumors of Oavid Lee Roth being back
in Vun Hnlc n. we mig ht be in tho midst of another rock l"lVu lution, like in 1978 w he n VH released their c lassic debut
nlhum . Vtm flu/en I camQ o ut d uring the height of the disco
movement tutd within o ne year disco was dcud. Let's hope
the same thinl! can happen with music todny.
lttttra to tho l!dltor mutt 1netude your f'utl n•me, year, m~or. And
• phono 11umbor. All te«ent ~re edlttd tor gr•mmor ond m•y b4l cut diH
to t11e llmltod • mount of IIJ'lC. ev•itebl• .
Lenora can ba futd to ue C 312-3«<-1032, a -malt.<! to lottt'11Gccchronlcle.cotn or mallei! to Til• Colmttb~ Cllrontdt cJo
Letton To Tilt l!dltor, 823 S. W1b11h I vo., Suit• lOS, Chicago, IL
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Legalize, don't criticize
By Jennifer Kabbany

San Diego State University
Marijuana was legal in the United States
until 1937. But due to pressure from paper
companies, which helped exaggerate socalled crimes allegedly committed by immigrants high on pot, Congress passed the
Marijuana Tax Stamp Act-- making it illegal
to use, sell and cultivate.
Every 45 seconds a pot-smoker is arrested, according to national statistics. That
wastes $7.5 billion in taxes on something
less harmful than cigarettes and alcoho l.
People who profit from selling marijuana
are drug dealers. He llo? Will Congress s top
picking on gun manufacturers and tobacco
companies and start investing in the economy by c ultivating and selling marijuana for
all its uses: paper, clothes, oil and recreation?

Federal oversight will eliminate marijuana crimes and save bill ions by housing only
real criminals in prison.
In 1988, the DEA's top a dministrative
judge concluded that "marijuana is one of

Countries like China, Korea,
Russia and France grow hemp for
fib er and paper, rather than
chopping down and killing beautiful, green trees. America should
follow in their footsteps.
the safest, therapeutically active substances
known to man." Thirty-five states have
passed legislation allowing medical use of
marijuana.
Smoking pot a lleviates symptoms of
cancer, glaucoma, multiple sclerosis, AIDS

and migraines. Can anyone say that about
alcohol and cigarettes?
Moreover. growing and cultivating marijuana would vastly improve the environment. Countries like China, Korea, Russia
and France grow hemp for fi ber and paper.
rather than chopping down and killing beautiful, green trees. America should foll ow in
their footsteps.
But, according to NORJ'VIL, by "stubbornly defining a ll marijuana smoking as
crim ina l, includ ing that which invol ves
adults smoking in the privacy of their own
homes, [Congress is] wasting police a nd
prosecutorial resources, clogging courts, fill ing costly and scarce jail and prison space,
and needlessl y wrecking the lives a nd
careers of genuinely good citizens."

© Daily Aztec, 2000

Moooove over milk, it's time for brew
By John Lamothe

Valencia Community College
T he re is an urgent plea for help resounding through the fields
and stables of this country's pastures and dairy farrns. It's a cry of
despera tion, a "moo" of udder, er, utter hopelessness; it's the appeal
of America's dairy cows.
For so long our cows' plight has been consistently ignored by a
government too concerned with such petty issues as poverty, social
security, health care, a nd national defense, but one organization, a
group that truly embodies the ideals of America, has come to the

cows' aid.
(Note To Reader: Tongue planted firrr.ly in cheek here.)
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), has recently begun a new campaign to educate Americans, specifically college students, about the bovine brutality dairy cows are exposed to,
in the hopes of changing thei r drinking habits.
What is PETA's ingenious solution to this cow cruelty? Simply
drink beer instead.
According to PETA, a nutritional comparison between milk and
beer shows that the golden brew is healthier than its white counterpart, and PETA is milking the information for all it's worth as they
target health conscious, beer-drinking college stude nts.
It's about time someone favors beer over that evil cancer of

LeHers

society called milk. Just think of all the socia l benefits to replacing
a heifer with hops.
No longer wi ll we have to deal with a ll those milk-related car
accidents that claim so many young lives. No more milk intoxicated drivers heading home at 3 a.m. in the morning after a long night
at the local dairy.
And let's not forget about the obvious health benefits beer has
over milk either. Mil~ is loaded with fat (unless of course you're
drinking skim milk). Instead of worrying about fat, we'll all be able
to walk around with those attractive beer bellies.
Some critics may argue that cows arc just a nimals, and we have
more important things to worry about. But I believe that as the head
of the food chain, we have an obligation to make sure our cows li ve
peaceful and productive lives, eating grass and .. . eating grass,
before we send the m off to s la ughte r. It's the humane th ing to do.
As a college student, I' m insu lted by the disgracefu l propaganda the milk industry has branded their product with all these years.
It's obvious to any intelligent person that their effort to pass milk off
as a healthy beverage is a deliberate attempt to put the beer industry out to pasture, and feed their sadistic desires to brutalize "Bessy"
I, for one, don't buy it, and I'm glad such an insightful organization as PETA was a ble to s hed some light on thi s "cow-tastrophe."
Besides, I've a lways fe lt beer tasted better in my corn flakes
anyway.

Continued from previous page

And of course everyone believed her.
needed to make-up such a horrific claim.
But the girl involved is black he rself. I know Rape is such a serious act that Columbia, the
it's not impossible to be racist against your Police, and the Student body have no other
own race, but come on! She o bviously knew . choice but to believe her. If we, for j ust a
what she was doing. Maybe she thought it moment, questioned her, we would be doing
would be more believable with the imagi- a great disservice to the rest of the communary assailant was black. Or maybe she was nity.
targeting someone she knows that fits that
I hate to break it to you, but there a re
rapes committed everyday. And some of
description. Who knows!
She c reated a full-blown description of these assholes ARE black men. And some of
the "suspect." That included several factors these assho les are whi te, Hispanic and
such as age, race, height, weight, and phys- Asian.
ical features. Unless you fit into a ll of the
What a bout the rape that happened last
above categories, SHE WASN'T TALKING year? The girl that lived at the dorm was
ABOUT YOU! O r Bill Cosby, or our new raped by a black man then. Does that mean
preside nt. So get off your soap box, it's we should not have believed her?
I'm sick and tired of Seals whining
making you dizzy up the re.

about being put down as a black man. If you
don't want to be held down, then stand up.
Everyone has some sort of stereotype that
they are fighting against; black, white, stupid, smart, Jewish, Catholic, fat, thin. No
one can say they escape stereotypes.
I know you'll probably peg me as a
racist now, but I firrnl y believe that you only
fit the mold if you lay down in it.

"E.G."
via Chronicle Message Board
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Say Cheese! It's the Columbia Chronicle Opinion Poll
Question: Should descendants of African-American slaves receive reparations?
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Mallorie Macklin
Junior I fiCtion Writinc
"I believe the descendants
should receive payments, but it's
insulting that they just throw
money to solve the problem."

Jeremy Johnson

Grant Farkas

Darrin Patton

Theater I Sophomore

Theater I Freshman

"Perhaps a portion. As long as
the economy can handle it."

"Why should they compensate
for something that went on a
long time ago? If so, the money
should go to education."

Film I Senior
"They gave reparations to Jew1sh·
Americans...what about us? Our
culture was stolen, and we have
not been the same s ince."
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OMANPONER.
®

Full time, short- and long- term positions available
immediately at our client companies in downtown
Chicago. Our clients include some of Chicago's
largest companies in the Health Care field, Academia,
Consulting and Accounting firms.
We currently need
Administrative Assistants with MSOFFICE 97
Data Entry/Excel Spreadsheet Operators
Customer Service Representatives
Highest wages paid
Temp to Perm available
50% of your medical benefit premium paid by
Manpower for qualifying employees..
Manpower is the world's largest and leading staffing
service. The best benefits in the industry.
Life/Health Insurance • Paid Holidays and
Vacations • Free Computer TrainingFor immediate consideration call :

MakeTheMove.com makes transferrinq

your utilities the easiest part of the move.

Chicago Loop - 55 E. Monroe St.. - 312-263-5144
Chicago North - 900 N. Michigan- 312-266-2903
Chicago West Loop- 500 W. Madison - 312-648-4555
Chicago Ameritech- 312-648-0000

listen up class of

2000!

someone's gotta win an incredible trip for ten to

--........-

Get Ready
for Summer

and it might as well be you!
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"Featuring natural fiber clothing,
including organic cotton, HEMP,
and recycled products."
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www.eGrad2000.com

3717 N. Southport Ave.
(Music Box Theatre building)

773-248-1800
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elebration
Hermann D. Conaway
Multicultural Center
Please join us for the dedication celebration of
the Hermann D. Conaway Multicultural Center
on Friday, May 5th at 4:00 p.m. This lively
celebration will feature a buff et supper and
a performance by the Barrett Sister s.
The Center, located on the first floor of the
1104 South Wabash bu ilding, houses a gallery,
multi-level co ffee house and performance space
equipped with several stages and a state of the
art sound system. The Center, named after a much
beloved Dean, is designed to enhance the social,
cultural and intellectual enrichment of student
life and the Columbia Community.

The Columbia College Career Planning & Placement Office presents••••

ON-CAMPUS
RECRUITING DAYS
+April21

+May 5

+April28

+May 12

.... your chance to interview on~campus for entry~level positions in the arts & communications fields!!!
Bil 4nqual Copywrif~.

Graphk O~siqn~r

Produc.tlon Artis t
W~b

Salrs 4\n ls tanf

Proqrotmmer

News Producer

Compufn- Srrvlc~s Specialis t

fr-lotnce Illustrator

Custom~.- Service llrpresrnt.-ta~tr

M u lflmrdla •clalist

IYJedlot Assistant

Traf fic Jbsis lotnt
Media ~rvlcrs Specialis t

Illustrator

Tf'cllnlcal Writer

Art Olrrctor

Product Df'v~lopm~nt Associate

/fleqicnal Trcllnoloqy Ma111411Jft'"
Pr ojf'cf CfWrdlnator
Nrws lleportrr
School l"ltotoqraplter

Master Control Operator

TO REGISTER NQW:
• Come to the Career Planning & Placement Office front desk
(623 S. Wabash, SuHe 300) and submit your RESUME
• Choose the employers and positions that Interest you
• When your registration Is complete, sign up for Interview times and dates at our
front desk
• HURRY IN! Space Ia llmHed.
Call ( 312) 344-7280 for more information, or visit us at www.colum.edu/student-life/cnreerplanning
'
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Vitality

i1

INSIDE THE WORLD OF ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

VITALI
DRUGS,
DIRECTING,
RAVING...

as
"Clerks,"
"Taxi
Driver," " Trainspotting,"
and "Star Wars").

By Tom Snyder
Assistant Editor
When I think of the very best writing/directing
debuts of the past ten years, names like Kevin Smith
("Clerks"), Quentin Tarantino ("Reservoir Dogs"), Paul
Thomas Anderson ("Hard Eight"), Doug Liman
("Swingers"), and the Wachowski Brothers ("Bound")
come quickly to mind. And now that I've seen "Human
Traffic," I must add British filmmaker Justin Kerrigan to
that short list of phenomenal writing/directing debuts.
Already a smash-hit in its native UK, "Human
Traffic" 1s a true-to-life, hard-hitting, large-laugh generator of a film. The simple tale of six friends and their
weekend getting high and coming down amidst the
rave culture of Britain, "Homan Traffic" contains some
of the funniest moments I have ever seen captured on
film, and it comes from a talented young filmmaker
with a bright, bright future.
I was lucky enough recently to sit down with
"Human Traffic" writer/director Justin Kerrigan and ask
h1m a few quest1ons about h1s film and the difficulties
that go with making a non-student film . What follow
are a few of the more colorful th ings he had to say.
TS: I was trying to compare " Human Traffic" to
a recent American film so that my friends could
get an idea of what your film is like, and the only
film I could think of was Doug liman's " Go." But
while the subject matter is similar, I must confess
that I enjoyed your film more because it seemed
more real, like I wasn't watching a cast of characters, but peering into real people's lives.
JK: It was a prerequisite [for "Human Traffic"] that
all of the actors had done the drugs. We spent a lot
of time together. We shot the film in my hometown which was total fucking madness - and at the end of
every day of shooting we would go back to the same
crummy hotel and get pissed and stoned , and that
was an opportunity to watch the actors off their heads
and free. And if they would say something interesting
or funny or pertaining to a scene we would incorporate [it into the film].
TS: Who are your blg filmmaking influences?
JK: Woody Allen, man.
TS: REALLY? (I must confess that I w as
shocked to hear the name Woody Allen considering Mr. Kerrigan 's flamboyant camera work and
many references in " Human Traffic" to such films

l

JK: Yeah man, I think [Allen] is a
fucking genius, man. What I love about
him , what you can watch about things
that he [does] is that he tries to tell a
story in a different way. He innovates,
man, and that's the whole thrill 6f filmmaking for me, to try and do and write
about things I know about, things that
haven't been done before like the young
impotence thing (referred to as "Mr.
Floppy" in "Human Traffic") or the rave
culture and try to tell it in my own way ...

'ill:il11.6.-..1..11

TS: Yeah, what I think is so impressive about
Woody Allen is his consistency. 1 mean, the guy
has a new movie EVERY year, which is very rare
from filmmakers today. Do you have any followup projects to " Human Traffic" in development?
JK: Yeah, I'm in the very early stages of writing a
script based on me and my old man, who brought me
up on his own. He passed away suddenly at the
beginning of this year -- like a bang out of nowhere
wh ich really made me look at life in a completely different light. It's a kick up the ass to realize how tucking short [life] really is, right? He gave me a real
unconventional upbringing, exposmg me to adult
world at an early age and he was a very eccentric,
funny character and I just want to make a film about
the celebration of our times. 1think it's going to be a
bit of a mad one.
TS: Being your first feature film directly out of
film school, what was the budget of " Human
Traffic" ?
. JK: My producers have told me not to say anything , but the official figure is more than "Blair Witch"
but less than "Titanic."
TS: Being an aspiring filmmaker myself, the
hardest thing that I have encountered has been
the act of sitting down and forcing myself to write
an idea down and develop it. Do you like to write?
Is it a difficult process for you?
JK: ... I've read like four books in my life, so I don't
identify with words so much, so my dialogue comes
from listening to people and things like that, or I get a
sketch book and do little drawings because basically

••••••ll!,r:~~~······~that!s
all I could ever do was paint and draw shit in
school. ..

<At this point in the interview there was a
knock at the door. It was room service with a bowl
of corn flakes for Mr. Kerrigan. He happily took
thefood and told the waiter, "Excellent, cheers
man!" And at this moment, Kerrigan shocked the
hell out of me by actually asking: "Would you like
a cup of tea?">
TS: (chuckling) No thanks, your publicist
gave me a glass of water here.
JK: Okay, fair enough. Anyway, like I was saying, the idea of painting and drawing for the rest of
my life was dead, so I needed a new direction. So
I started applying to film schools all around Britain
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and fucking got rejected from everywhere. So, I took
a year off - sold jeans. flipped burgers - and when I
had enough money for my own second-hand video
camera I quit my job, went back on the dole [welfare] ,
and started to write about personal experiences:
being unemployed, no girlfriend and all that kind of
shit, and just got into film school like that.
TS: Well, I think it's inevitable that American
audiences -- particularly right-wing adults -- will
look at your film and label it irresponsible filmmaking and basically charge yo u with encouraging kids to go out and get wasted on drugs on the
weekend. Are you prepared for that? What is
your reaction to someone who calls " Human
Traffic" irresponsible?
JK: Well that's what we were expecting in Brita1n.
We were expecting people to come down on 1!, especially the right-wing tabloids, but they didn't. They
embraced it and supported 11. What we've had in
Bntam is a lot of parents going to see the film. to see
what's happening with the1r k1ds on the weekend.
People seem to be able to 1dent1fy with "Human
Traffic" because of what I think are univers al themes:
like sex, security, soci al paranoia , having fun w1th your
friends, personal dialogue you have with your best
mates, and just getting to the weekend and dropp1ng
your anxieties, your stresses, whatever it is and just
going out and saying, "Fuck it, man" and having fun
and releasing the pressure.
TS: Your film has been heralded, awarded and
praised all over yo ur homeland. How do you
expect American audiences to react to your film?
JK: Just the fact that it's com ing out is cool and
people are going to see it.
TS: This interview will, hopefully, be read by
many film students hoping to, one day, be in the
same situation that you now find yourself in. Do
you have any advice for them?
JK: Don't fucking listen to anybody. Believe in
your films; just stick at it until you get it because
nobody would give us any money.
But I don't think Mr. Kerrigan will have to worry
about money anymore. If Miramax treats his film dutifully -- distributing and adverti sing "Human Traffic" like
it deserves -- Justin Kerrigan may have a lot of people listening to him with much anticipation. "Human
Traffic" opens May 12th in Chicago .
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serve as
and intense scene
Joline watches from her car as he
a sculpture made to look like her.
all these temptations, including
attempts to convince her that it's
Joline stays in the desert, oblivious to
thing outside of her plan to win back Carl.

While some couples get married with
·r fingers crossed , Joline, in Lisa Krueger's new comedy, "Committed ," does
exact opposite. Joline, played with zest, and perpetual faith, by Heather
travels to El Paso, Texas, in search of her ru naway husband Carl,
by Luke Wilson. The film examines the extremes to which one woman
to maintain her sacred wedding vows. Joline's attempts to find Carl and
win him back treat the audience to a comical and melancholy journey.

Graham plays Joline with great
nizance of her predicament while sim
ously maintaining her faith. Luke
embodies everything "straight and
about a. human being, but is also
terer and an abandoner. Joline even exhibits nearly deadly retribution
retaliates against a couple of car-jackers early in the movie. All of
acters have different layers of sediment to their souls, which makes it
cult for the audience to pass judgment, but easier for individuals to err1oathi;~el
with the cast.

Lisa Krueger pulls off a cinematic feat by making a love story without fil
the screen with stock characters that presently define Hollywood
i
In Krueger's first film , "Manny and Lo." an 11-year-old and a 16-~rear-old
their foster families and seek refuge in a vacant winter cabin. Lo
fronts her pregnancy, which prompts the two girls to kidnap a m"ll>rlnitv
clerk. "Committed" continues Krueger's knack for wry, quirky
revolves around heroines. Krueger's obvious eye for talent goes
Joline come s home to find that Carl has abandoned her to some unknown Heather Graham . The casti(lg of Luke Wilson as Carl continues Wilson's
location . From this point on, the meaning of "faith" hyperbolically increases to as the straight, matter-of-fact man, afflicted with a multitude of bizarre
point where the audience, Joline, her brother and friends , and Carl all begin digms. In the fairly"recent romantic comedy, "Home Fries," Wilson played
question her sanity.
site Drew Barrymore as a man trying to make sense of his psychotic
brother, while cultivating a romance with Barrymore. He also was the
Joline still throws Carl the surprise party, spends a night at Jay's apartment, headed foil to Martin Lawrence 's pseudo cop in the action comedy
with wry cynicism by Casey .----------------~-~----'""'!--'!""-'"'!lll Streak."
and wakes up to realize that
to go after Carl. Choosing to
her brother and job, Joline opts
to Texas in "Ouiji board" fashion ,
with the aid of a postcard that
I sent that has a picture of a cactus.

Krueger, who directed and wrote the screenplay, establishes Joline's comto her "word" early in the film . The audience sees Joline beaming with
her co-workers at the nightclub that she runs, and is swiftly taken to a
lu';"'u~lu"' where Joline is planning a surprise birthday party for Carl, even though
ng to Joline, "he had one eight months ago."

Once the journey begins, Joline
the boundaries of sanity from
angle . Once in Texas,
learns that Carl, a photojouris working for the El Paso newsVowing to confront Carl when
ready to know that she has found
Joline chooses to stake out his
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ROACH AND SEALS REELS

Russell Crowe beats ass in ''Gladiator''
Confidential ' and "The Insider," but I can rest assure,
"Gladiator" will complete Crowe's incredible string of
three four-star films in a row and make the Australian
country boy an American movie-god like fellow
The first thing I had to do after seeing director Australian Mel Gibson.
Our hero, "the Spaniard" (Crowe's character, who
Ridley Scott's new film, "Gladiator," was release a
long, thankful sigh of relief. Why? It's simple: one, was once the mighty Roman general Maximus),
Ridley Scott is back making the grand, visually stun- calmly emerges from a darkened cell, quickly and
ning and entertaining films that I love, and two, savagely slays seven menacing gladiators singleRussell Crowe will now receive the mass attention handedly, then hurls a bloody sword into the audience. Is this one-on-seven slaughter realistic?
and universal praise that he deserves.
The tagline to "Gladiator" says simply, "A hero wi ll Probably not, but due to Crowe's commanding presrise ," when it should gloriously state , "A star will rise," ence I guarantee that you won't bat an eye or quesbecause Russell Crowe now stands on the verge of tion what should have appeared quite ridiculous.
But Crowe is more tha n just a powerful presence
super-stardom. If you ask me, he should have been
a household name after his amazing turns in "L.A. with bulging biceps, cold, fearless stares and a knack
for making ass-kicking a sport. The guy
CAN act, proven in "The Insider," and further displayed during two surprisingly
touching scenes within "Gladiator." When
Russell Crowe cries on screen you don't
laugh as you would with Arnold
Schwarzenegger, you find yourself actually feeling his pain.
But as much as I would like to focus
solely on Mr. Crowe and his talents, I
must admit that the rest of the cast of
"Gladiator" was wonderful as well.
Joaquin Phoenix is surprisingly effective
as evil emporer Commodus, Connie
!IIIJI......-:::-:-~:: Nielsen shines as his less-than-loyal sister, Lucilla, and Djimon Hounsou (who made his
powerful debut in Spielberg's "Amistad") provides a

By Tom Snyder
Assistant Editor

WIII!I'-II• •

solid supporting performance as fellow gladiator and
friend, Juba. And as Maximus' money-loving gladiator trainer Proximo, Oliver Reed gives a final performance worthy of his long career. It's difficult to
accept that such a massive and intimidating man
could die so suddenly during production.
"Gladiator" is not profound, symbolic or even a
slight metaphor for modern-day life. But that's just
fine, not all films can or should be deep and philosophical. There are no lingering thoughts on humanity or haunting images to make you uneasy in dark
basements like Scott created with "Blade Runner"
and "Alien," but what "Gladiator'' does possess is the
greatest, adrenaline-pumping ten-on-ten , one-onseven, all-out blood-spewi ng brawls you will ever
hope to witness.
Tigers; eight-foot tall gladiator giants; chariots with
6-foot-long blades for spokes, the plot for "Gladiator"
seems to serve but one simple purpose: more carnage! And like the Roman arena mobs that gleefully
cheered for more beheadings and more mind-numbing violence. I found myself at times horrified and
sickened, yes, yet strangely exhilarated. When
Maximus barks to his men to "unleash hell" at his signal, I guarantee that even the most moral-obsessed,
violence-despising in the viewing audience will sit in
silent anticipation.
And anticipation is a fitting word to sum up
"Gladiator." Believe me, it lives up to all of its flashy
trailers and DreamWorks-produced hype and anticipation. And now that I've seen it, I can barely wait to
see Russell Crowe on screen again or Ridley Scott's
next film . "Hannibal" anyone?
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The
s
By Niles Engerman
Staff Writer
Many physicists believe the "what ifs" that every
human being replays in his or her head every day
exist in parallel universes. "What if I'd just asked out
that cheerleader in high school? Maybe she wouldn't
be married to that loser right now."
According to the physicists Gregory Hoblit consulted for his new melodramatic sci-fi thriller,
"Frequency," I actually did ask out that cheerleader.
She and I may be surrounded by a manicured lawn
and a picket fence somewhere in one of the many
"multiverses" that exist via black holes or worm
holes.
"Frequency" stars Dennis Quaid and Jim
Caviezel as father and son who are separated when
fire fighter Frank Sullivan (Quaid) dies during a warehouse fire in 1969 New York City.
Fast-forward ing to
Queens , NY, 1999,
John
Sullivan
(C aviezel) lives an
introverted life as a
New York City police
detective whose tastes
1nclude smoking, dnnkmg
and
wo rk.
Reflecting Cav1ezel's
character, the audience
may need a dnnk and a
smoke to work through
the crossing of melodramatic and sc1-fi genres that Hoblit forces on
the audience
John has a nasty
spat with his g1rlfnend,
and later comes home
to f1nd h1s fnend
Gordon , played by
Noah Emmerich. and
Gordon's son in his
house eating dinner
Before Noah and h1s

u n e
son leave, Gordon's son finds Frank Sullivan's
old short-wave radio buried in a chest. John gets
more than he bargained for, as he soon hears a
familiar voice trying to communicate through
another radio .
The man claims to be a firefighter, and refers
to the New York Mets as the "Amazins'," their
nickname during the 1969 World Series. Before
the two men get cut-off, John lets Frank know
the outcome of the next day's game, along with
information that wi ll save his life in the warehouse fire.
Upon watching the Mets mimic John's prediction,
Frank gets the call to the warehouse, but this time
does the opposite , simultaneously saving his life and
creating a new gamut of memories for John. By
helping his father avoid death, John unleashes a
string of events that more than triple the "Nightingale
Murders," the thriller at the heart of the film that is
shrouded by too much melodrama. The increased
serial killings include John's own mother Julie,
played by Elizabeth Mitchell in her silver screen
debut.
The film spends over half 1ts time wading through
father-son bonding, while weakly cultivating the murder mystery. Dramatic weeds and superficial tears
hide and wash away any opportunity to coerce the
audience 1nto doubting that everyth1ng in John's life
will end up sweeter than cotton candy. While the
notion of the aurora borealis creating an opening in
time-space that transcends 30 years is intriguing, the
heart of the mov1e needs a cold-blooded edge, begging for the macabre nature of Hoblit's previous
credits, "Pnmal Fear," and "Fallen .'
The melodrama does touch the audience during
some parts, such as one of John's first new memories of h1s father teaching h1m how to ride a bike.
Where the film fails lies 1n the superficiality of the
emotions. John could never truly discover the importance of the memones because the film 's scnpt
allows h1m to easily maneuver to fix each problem
caused by h1s father's new decisions. No one in the
film ever suffers the true consequences of playing
God. With each grotesque sh1ft in rea lity that John
faces , there is a sugarcoated solut1on .
The cast IS perfectly chosen for a dark, Dav1d

Kruger

Continued from Page 12
British and save France. I felt that in her world that wou ld be a form of rebellion-to be that fervently advocating this permanence and some kind of eternal truth .
The relationship almost became somewhat of a vehicle to explore those issues
of faith , and spirituality, and stamina , and commitment, and permanence, and
freedom and all of those th1ngs .

--------

Fincheresque atmosphere. Set against the backdrop of gritty, blue collar New York City, with co-stars
Andre Braugher and Noah Emmerich, the film could
have been multi-scrupled. Braugher is best known
for his role as Frank Pembleton on NBC's "Homicide:
Life on the Street," while Emmerich played opposite
Jim Carrey as the conniving "best friend" in the
"Truman Show.' Lack of any betrayal among the
main characters compounds the sadly predictable
plot twists. Hoblit and screenwriter Toby Emmerich
leave a potentially "full" thriller half-empty as a hybrid
of an after-school special and "NYPD Bfue."
The intricacies of the film's production transcend
the movie's attempt to balance separate themes.
The initial scene where Frank and John have their
first long conversation across time is beautifully produced. The men sit in the same spot in their respective dimensions, while the screen is split to make it
look like they are talking to each other. Physicists
and firefighters also consulted on the film's production, which give credibility to the science behind John
and Frank's communication and add drama and gritty realism in the film's fire scenes.
In all fairness , Hoblit makes a valiant effort to
comb1ne genres. but should stick to the dregs of the
human soul that won acclaim for "Primal Fear" and
"Fallen.' Depending on one's mood, this movie
could strike a few emotional chords, but don't be
fooled by hype that the movie is a convincing thriller.
It may pass as "bloopers" on "Cops," but it's far from
"America's Most Wanted.' If you're looking for a realistic melodramatic thriller, "Frequency" should be
tuned out.

---

NE: Did anything in particular inspire you about the character of
Joline?

LK: He wonders if maybe , because she is so lovable and admirable, that
maybe in a way it takes away those things from him. I have it [in] my own life.
I've been in relationships where I thought things are going so great for that other
person, and it's great that they're going great, but maybe there's not room in one
relationship for th1ngs to go so great for both people. Maybe in every couple only
one person is meant to really shine. I think that happens a lot. To me there's no
question that he's completely sm1tten with her.

LK: I heard this story about how Courtney Love ... early in her career she was
playing a club, and she jumped into the mosh pit, and the men started tearing off
her clothes. And she gets back on the stage and she's like "you guys can't do
that! You've gotta respect women! Women should be able to rockl" She just
dove in again, and they did it again! That fervor. that was absolutely my character. I knew that was a complete kindred spirit. There's something so endearing about a person who wants things to be the way they believe they should be-so much that they just barrel ahead. There's something really endearing and
really fun ny, and also really kind of tragic about that because you know that ultimately they will either go under. or they're going to take a little bit of the "poison"
that everybody else has so they can have some immunity, so they can survive.

NE: Did Heather Graham's checkered past with her family have anything to do with casting her as an "abandoned" person?

NE: Did your experience in Paris have any relevance on your views
toward love?

LK: I never thought of that I never talked to her about her family. Heather's
an 1nterest1ng person because she IS so open and generous about herself.
There's no kmd of calculation or subterfuge. She's very candid, and yet there
are parts of her that she def1n1tely keeps to herself.... 1sensed that early on, and
I never talked to her about 11.

LK: No one's ever asked me that. I definitely thought a lot about monogamy
while I was there. Because it's not a given in that culture the way it supposedly
is here. I think that because of having lived somewhere else for five years, you
see the arbitrariness or you see that that is one way of looking at things, but it's
not the only way.

NE : Explain the scene when Jay (Joline's brother) and Joline kiss.

NE: Do you relate to any particular event or aspect of your life that
helped mold who you are?

NE: Why does Carl (Wilson) leave Joline (Graham)?

LK: I thought. I have her brother who I knew was a key character. ... and
wouldn't there be some scene 1n wh1ch 1t would be revealed how they don't really have a lot of the same rules. 1nclud1ng taboos that we have. I didn't want to
1mply that they had an Incestuous relat1onsh1p because they don't. I wanted 1t to
seem like th1s fleet1ng moment She's so focused 1n on her marriage vows that
the first th1ng that comes to m1nd 1s "I'm marned." and then JUSt as an afterthought she says, "and you're my brother
NE: Are you ultimately satirizing Jollne's faith , or do you believe that
her character ends on the "good" s1do of faith and madness?
LY "Yean I th1nr she does [end up on the good s1de]. but I mean the whole
rno10e ends w1tn a quest1on. WhiCh IS th1s 1dea of what can you say about these
wop e'l Are they stupid, are they brave. are they crazy or are they lucky? I firmIf be,.eve that there. are people who w1ll watch the. mov1e and w111 definitely th1nk
1t's stupid and craLy and there are people who w111 think 1t's brave and It's lucky.
I corne down on one s1de I thmk that there's a beauty to her purity of Intent and
her belief, but I also thmk that you can't be like that In the world. Ultimately
t w'r'l gonna have to depunfy yourself JUS! a little bit In order to function, and I
'h nk fhat'~ a really 1nterestmg quandary that anyone g0o1 through.

LK: I have an older sister who really had the courage of her convictions, and
often ended up in situations that were a little extreme that we could all laugh at
afterwards. I think that she was like somebody with a big machete just going
through life, and the rest of us could kind of follow her. I feel that she opened up
a lot of worlds for me, even at the expense of falling on her ass A LOT I notice
that 1n everyth1ng I've wntten , there's one character, and usually it's the key piv·
otal character who does things with a kind of zeal . ... and with a fearlessness .
.. And others observe that character, and I'm more of the observer. and learn
from 1t So I th1nk that I will forever be an observer 1n a w y. who is ble to hve
out these thlnQs by hav1ng a character that takes these risks th t I would never
take, 1n a S1m11ar way to l1av1ng th1s older sister who took all the nsks.. and 1n
many ways I f1nd the most deeply compelling person th t I know.
L1sa Kueger emulates "Committed" In candor nd w1th the same femtnlne
air that Heather Groh m plays Jollne Krueger. like her I test soon to be hit.
wears her honrt on her sleeve, m king her nthe more endearing to her audf.
once.
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Green Mill full of Jazz, llistoey, md Mystery
eagerly awaiting a potent alcoholic beverage. At that
time, men had to wear tuxedos and ladies had to
wear evening gowns just to get inside. Men used to
carry liquor inside hollowed-out canes and women
would have flasks inside their purses. Some of
are still a mystery as are
of that time.

By Chris Gavazzonl
; Staff Writer

including, "Thief," "Jokers Wild," "Prelude to a Kiss,"
"Family Thing," and "Next of Kin." With its history
alone, it is no wonder the atmosphere draws such
crowds. The Green Mill is known for havi ng played
live music every night since 1942.
The Green Mill
in terms of jazz is one
of
ythmic passion.
' put a smile on
feet tap and your
int1mate Jazz tunes.
Barber Duo/Tno, but
Jazz s1nger K1mberly
Swing Shift Orchestra
"the jazz music tea rotation of musi~

boys because
movie "
against Jack's orders.
Frank Sinatra is about the time period surrounding
the Green Mill and Joe E. Louis' demise.
When the Green Mill was a mob-owned speakeasy
during prohibition it is said that a trap door behind
the bar led to a tunnel that was used to ru n liquor
from underground up a hydraulic elevator to those

book full of articles and other paraphernalia, wh ich if
you're into that sort of thing , will certa1nly tickle your
fancy.
This is the bar we've all been looking for and with
a wrap sheet of about eight movies filmed here
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fred~ sVelvet Lounge
Keeps Ollalgo Jazz dumpln'
By Martina Sheehan
Vitality Editor
Fred Anderson's Ve lvet
Lounge at 2128Y, S. Indiana
may be o ne of Chicago's best
kept jazz secrets. Old school
jazz musicians and avantgarde experimentalists res ide
side by side here, performing
some of the best jazz in
Chicago five nights a week.
The tattered old bar looks just
like a jazz joint should; dark
and intimate, with spots of

~~=~~~~~~~

~

candlelight.crowds
And the
small
weeknight
never
stop
the musicians from giving the
performance their all, as they
seem to play as much for their
own enjoyment as the audi-

ence's.
Wednesdays, house-band Inside Out perform their weekly set of traditional
jazz with Walter Henderson on Trumpet, Dennis Winslett on alto, Jodie
Christian on piano, Josh Abrams on bass, and Tony Walton on drums.
Acclaimed Chicago jazzer Ken Vandermark and his trio also make regu lar
appearances at the club. Also , 71 -year-old club owner Fred Anderson. who
has eight albums to his name a nd has played professionally since the 60s, still
whales on his tenor sax here every Sunday for the Velvet Lounge's weekly
Jazz Jam. Even though his quartet has toured both Europe and Japan am1d
rave reviews, the long-time Chicago Jazz af1cionado doesn't put himself above
working the door and tending bar at his cl ub.
Often called the "The Lone Prophet on the Prairie," A nderson has done
much to encourage C hicago's young jazz musicians. Besides being a founding member of the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians, the
seasoned sax player has also made numerous appearances at the Chicago

Jazz Festival over the years. To further aide aspiring young talents. Anderson
took the Velvet Lounge over from a friend in 1982 when jazz gigs were scarce
in Chicago. At that time, he began hosting the Sunday night jam session in
hopes of giving both established and up-and-coming musicians a chance to
express themselves live on stage.
"Weeknights are slow here," Anderson sa1d , "but this weekend we had a b1g
show here and you probably couldn't have gotten in here if you'd wanted to
That sold-out performance, which featured the Jeb Bishop Quartet, won the
coveted title of the Reader's Critic's Choice. Other shows that are sure to
attract the jazz crowd in droves are planned for May. Check the Velvet
Lounge's web site at www.velevetlounqe.net for detailed listings.
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l.fJOKING AHEAD...

Dear Philosophical Cowboy,
1 wanted to write my sweetheart a love song, but I do not know what
would be the most romantic thing to write about. She loves dogs, flowers and
candy apples. Which of these would make for the best serenade?
Thanks ,
Musician on Milwaukee

5/1

Mos Def with Hall of Fame @ House of
Blues
Camera Obscura, Haymarket Riot @
Empty Bottle

5/2

Binary System @ Empty Bottle
Today's My Super Spaceout Day@ Metro

5/3

Lifter Puller, Tanger@ Fireside Bowl
Tony Bevin @ Empty Bottle
Woolworthy, Dragon Girls, Puta Pons @
Double Door

5/4

The The @ Metro
... And You Will Know Us by the Trail of
Dead @ Empty Bottle

5/5

The The @ Metro
Los Lobos @ Riviera
Shiner with Bluebrid @ Empty Bottle

Dear Musician:
I'd like to think you could incorporate all of those into a song. Perhaps to help
you get the ball rolling, I' ll give you the lyrics I wrote to my mommy on her
deathbed. Goes something like this :
Like the leaves on the tree, your life must now end.
Mom, before you go, the rip in my chaps please mend.
A thinking man questions the existence of a higher power.
I better finish this song, before your pushing up the flowers.
When the reaper comes and you don 't see a light,
Mom, just think to yourself, "I guess Sarlre was right/"
Dear Philosoph ical Cowboy,
I was considering dropping out of school because I can't handle people telling me what
to do, what should I do?
Dropout on Dearborn
Dear Dropout,
When I was a chillin' my mammy told me alii needed was, "A good old Christian
raisin' and an eighth grade education." I was the same way when I was a kid, alii
wanted to do was wonder the range all day and wonder where the tum be ling tumbleweeds were heading. I'd watch the sun go down and wonder where it went at
night. I'd kill a man in a shootout and wonder where his soul went. I'd wonder if
my horse had rights or not.

-A-S-H i3DRTRDn

5/6

Alkaline Trio, Sweep the Leg Johnny @
Empty Bottle
Insane Clown Posse's Stranglemania @
Riviera

517

Orchestra Morphine with Mr. Airplane Man
@Metro
Danzig @ House of Blues

Dear Bortron,
I am a newlywed. and sometimes figuring out what to do with our money is
tough. So perhaps you can help solve an argument my husband and I are having. I
think we should take the $10,000 we have in savings and put a down payment on a
house. He thinks that we need a new family-sized car and the money should go for that.
What do you th1nk Bortron?
Your advice is the best.
Newlywed on North
Transmitting Back:
Buy the house. There you can make it a baby factory. Now go explain the deal I
have just made with you about the house to your husband, so he is not question ing me when I come take all your children to the sector 7 slave ranch.
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CHRONICLE PICTURES OF THE YEAR
CONTEST 2000
The Columbia Chronicle photo
staff invites you to s ubmit images
for the firs t a nnual Best of
Photojournalism, Pictures of the
Year.
Images must h ave been ca ptured
between June 1, 1999 and May 15,
2000. Photogra phs can be of any
subject matter in fields of, but not
limited to PJ, Docume ntary,
Editorial, Portra iture or Sports.
Students of all levels are welcome
to submit t.heir photographs .
All entries must be rece ived
b y 3pm on Monday May, 15.

Images must be submitted on Zip Dis k as T I F _
f,les, both color a nd graysca le accepted. All
images should be 10 inches on the long side,
both hori zon ta l a nd vert ical at 150 DPI. Each
file should be na med with your name_picture
t it le.
Example: eddyadam s _blurry.tif.
All images must have complete caption informa tion including names for t hose ide nt ifiable in
the picture, and location where picture was
taken . Place caption information in File Info
under the File pull down menu in Photoshop.
Example:
eddyadams_blurry.tif
photo by Eddy Adams
Jas on A lexander, 15, from Napervi lle
peers o u t a bus w indow on a field trip to
t h e Shedd Aquarium.

Best of Photojourna lism will be
publish ed May 22nd.

photo by Donnie Seals Jr.

All entries must be received b y 3pm on Monday May, 15.
Zip Dis ks can b e d roppe d off anytime at the C hronicle office, R oom 205 of the 623 S. Wabash Building.
\Need more help call 312-344-7732.
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WEEARNWANT
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CREDITS THIS SUMMER
AND WE'LL PAY FOR THE CALL.
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AND REGISTER FOR ClASSES
AT TRITON COLLEGE.

At Triton. you'll find
• courses held close lo home or work • o voriety of course offerings
• convenient day and evening classes
• guaranteed lransler of credrls lo COlumbia COllege

Don't wail! This free call otter is lor a limited Hme only-April 24to May 5.
Get a jump on the fall semester or stay on schedule
at Triton College this summer.
f11h1n Co1ego • 20C() f •tth two • Rrvet Gfove . 11.0017 1 • (706) 456-0.300
wen"'~ nrtp //W~NW tnton cc il us • E·moil 1111on01r1ton cc 1 us
Inion ColoQo IS on EQUOI Opport1..6'1ty/Aifirmotrvo Act-on ~lilullon

International Profit Associates
1275 Barclay Blvd.
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
www.tpa-iba.com

London ......... $407

Paris ............ $447
Madrid ........ . $524

YOU KNOW THAT FRIEND

Rome ............ $547

WHO ALWAYS SAYS,

~--...-..

.... # ..... ,

.. .

. ..... - - :

~... . -t. •••• ' "' · ' ·

Speci<JI Student t. i r!ar~~
Eut<J il Passes

Beds on a oudnc:

f,ri\ cntut c Ho) tdav~
S;d;nr!D:;
(202)887-<>912
2401 Pci'W'I Ave.• Su1te G

WE'VE BEEN THERE.

HE JUST DID.

Tune into Nibblebox.com for the most cutting edge, innovative and
irreverent entertainm ent All created by students, with the help of
some of the hottest names In the film and television Industry like
John leguizamo, Doug liman and Steven Soderbergh.

nibblebox
entertainment bytes

www.nlbblebox.com

program bullt 011 experience, warmth and

W.

tll'leeutll)e )'01.1

to call Of 'IIIII OIJI wtbelt.

773.868.3971
donors receiue $6000 compensation

L------------------~

Mayl , ~

After ten long years of
growing up with them.

THE CHRONICLE SAYS GOODBYE
TO ONE OF IT'S MOST TREASURED
PERSONALITIES. TUNE IN NEXT
WEEK TO FIND OUT WHO WILL
FACE THE REAPER.

Egg Donors Needed
•Giv e th e g ift o f life to a n infe rtile c o uple
•Our progr a m i s c o mpletely an o nym o u s
2 4 h o ur/ 7 d ay s upport
•Appo intme nts availabl e for evening s
a nd w e e k e nds

$5,000 Compensation

Gentlemen,
start your blenders.

Call Nan cy Bloc k
8 4 7 - 6 5 6 - 8 7 33 P ager: 8 4 7-547- 9788

The C e nter f o r E gg Options Illinois, Inc .

Think you're a bartender? Here's your chance to prove it. Enter The X Show
Final X-arn Sweepstakes, at www.FXnetwortts.com. Send us the recipe
for your most potent drink and you could win a trip to LA to serve
drinks on The X Show. Go for it. We're thirsty.

Watch weeknights at 11:00 pm e/p

~FX.
• ..., . . ,...._. ,, .,.,~~
I/H.O.........•. OI'P'Cf:'l#,..~..
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On the phone or NOW on the Web.

Whether you're looking for Mr. Right or
Mr. Right Now, we've got your Number.
New York
Atlanta
Dallas
Houston
Miami
Fort Lauderdale
San Francisco
New York
Seattle
London
Manchester
Paris
Amsterdam
Cologne
Munich
Berlin

--··

,--- - o - - _____

'

'

................................

--------- -- -------------------------~

In Chicago call 312-840-9000

or check out the hottest content on the web

I

_y

May 1, 2000
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.f. .f.a.s.t....f.oo.d?
Fly
Home.
Mom's sure to
make your
favorite
for dinner.

"
~-

.. ' '. s 1'0:

• Myrtle Beach
• Pittsburgh
• Minn./St. Paul
• Dallas/Ft.Worth
• Denver

LOW., L&W··f:~~E

. • Kansas City
from $39
from $59
'• Atlanta
• Buffalo/Niagara: .from $59

\

from

$59
$59
$69
$79..

from

$89

from
from
from

. .··~·ww
··..Y:l·
. ,•. ·flu••·
a·ni.u:tard·. com •Restticlionsappty.
per
1'.9 l l ' r
fiUI'ChaSe' ~red.
non-~efundable. Bl~out ~tes
;·,~-: .~:~.Ope.f1:_.2~HOuis D_a~-, y ,.· ~~~i*-~·
~i:i~=~~
~ r:;o·,;· .'·.' ? . , ·~· . ~~.;""';: ' .. ,~ ... .-. 1
Rric:esdo not include $2.50
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 The two
5 Sea-going
10 Do the crawl
14 District
15 Italian novelist
Calvino
16 Inferior
17 Back part
18 Highly critical
20 Ravel piece
22 Judah's son
23 Pesky bug
26 Uttered
30 Caused raised
bubbles
34 Do-re-mi-fa-solla-ti-do
35 Managed
36 Aviator Earhart
38 Sacred song
39 Thunnan of "Pulp
Fiction"
40 Take to court
41 "_ Saints' Day"
43 Claiborne or Smith
44 Infield cover, for
short
46 Cohort of Souter
48 Wash. neighbor
49 Blue shade
51 College of
presidents?
53 Release
55 Clean feathers
56 Players for S
58 California city
62 Three-time Super
Bow1 MVP
67 Holm oak
68 Ambiance
69 Excessively
enthusiastic
70 Unsatisfactory
71 Grain coat
72 Leg joint
73 Mt. Holyoke's
founder
DOWN
1 Hook'send
2 Cookie cholce
3 Greenish blue
4 Sheiks' women
5 Pharisee who
met with Jesus
6 Had a bite

~lasslfletls
105-Announcements
$5,000 for time, effort, and commitment. Must be
a healthy woman between the ages of 21 -33
years to be an anonymous egg donor. Must be
evaluated, take medications, and undergo a
minor surgical procedure. Only serious, dedicated
individuals need to reply. If interested, please call
the Donor Program at The Center for Human
Reproductrion at 312-397-8100 for further information.
605-Jobs
Male or Female Drivers Wanted
Limousine and Taxi. Drivers over 25. Must supply
NBR. Will do backrground & drug check.
Experience preferred but will train.
Call630-271-1114

7 Panel truck
8 Furthennore
9 Ducklike birds
10 Salad green
11 Try to win over
12 $promise
13 Fern. address
19 Rodent pests
21 Rudner and
Moreno
24 Balkan state
25 Moray _
27 Liz or Rip
28 New York city
29 Washington of
"The Hurricane'
30 Best1al
31 Childbirth
innovator
32 Prone 10 repetl1ion
33 Rotary caller
37 "Alexander's
Ragtime Band"
star
42 Subsequent
45 Theater worker
47 High mountain

Solutions
N 0 A 1 • 3 1 1~ N v • N v i ~ 81
3 ~ v 1 • A HIS n 8 . v ~In vi
X 3 1 I • v NIV l N 0 ~ 3IO r1
0 N S 3 !l~ - s 0 !l dN 3 3 !l d . l n o 1 3 1
1 v !liO l :l 3 l 3 . 3 !l n z v
II I 1 II :J IS. d ~ II l
3 !l
Z I 1. 1 1 II . 3l n s • v ~ n
N ~ ATHi ll I 1 31 ~ 1/ . N II !l
3 1 vi:J s• a 3 !l l 3 l S I 1 8
a 3 t lv 1 s . 3 810
N II N 0 0 ~ 3 1 0 8
s 1n1 o1 1 !l 0 SIN 3l:l . !l II 3 !l
I ll olold . 0 11 11 111 . v 3 !l v
~ t iMIS • l VIA VIN . H 1 0 8

HAVE A STORY OR SCRIPT?
UNIQUE SEMINAR by Hollywood specialist on
Writing Film and TV Treatments.
For screenwriters & fiction & nonfiction authors.
Reduced student fee.
Chicago, Saturday, May 6. Contact 877-5283543 (toll free) or visit our website at
http://www.atelierpix.comlmaskedman/chicago

Classified advertising
rates:
Only 25 cents per word.
Classifieds must be
pre-paid before printing.
All major credit cards
accepted.

Deadline: Friday 5:00 pm
Four easy ways to
place your order:
#1:

Call 312-344-7432 and
talk to the ad manager

#2:

Fax in your order to
312-344-8032

#3:
E-mail your order,
Advertise@ccchronicle.com

#4:

Place your order online
www.universaladvertising.com

a•

~~-

50 Continental prefix
52 "Anna Christie"
playwright
54 Neighbor of Fijt
57 Stupefy
59 Do in a dragon
60 Verne's captain

61 Yoked team
62 Straight punch
63 Royal pronoun
64 Period
65 Pose questions
66 Org. of Capitals
and Senators

H.tW .QUI<~ mml<

&MPUTO~IJ {HS{ffi.QU;

{Hs.tffi.Ql{ HOP-Tiffi{
F r - ~~""'-....,/-u.s--"' u j'""'- bl-s. - ' -

spiri-../s. R & B. •-' hip IN>p

•A band lhat aln:::ady is more versatile and mu.sicalty accomplished
than many ntabtisbcd groups. •
-~T,ibun<

Fri. May S , and SaL May 6 , 8 pen .•
Buna-uck Hall, Sympboay Ca.tcr.
Tick.c'" $1 S. Ac bole office or 3 12-294-3000.

rF.i1 Planned Parenthoodr,>
~chicago

'"'"'&- zcospel.

area

1-31l-4l7-l-l 7S
for the center nearest you!

Hey Students-do you have questions about birth control, sex, or
sexually transmitted infections? We've been providing women's
health services for over 50 years. Have a safer spring and
summer with Planned Parenthood/Chicago Area.

Mly 1, 2000
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COMPUTER JOBS
DOUBLE
IN THE NEW MILLENIUM, GET CERTIFIED.
Du€ Lr) H:r.J llcrnend'Ous respon~c uur c l .:lc.se'' ~r~ sc hedu iii'J
oro p v ;,n ings. wee~duy(; ..H1 (! ·,eek ends . F rom 'JAM IO ~f'M

MICROSOFT
CERTIFICATION

MCSE

Wlt\dows NT Nc.tWJrk;n~

N16 1.li)<.V.)*
?00

l fo!...r~

"' 500.00

MCSD

A+

HJoRD'ItAAE

..-cl.,do,WLJt.,

·1CH1··.urr. S 1,iHhi

! :!G H.S I,WU.OO

• C++ Language

oiMCSD

o/.>HOUR~.

Or~ele

I 2C· HUIAiS. $.2,400

{OEV/2000)

• Financial Ald From IETC & WFDC

7{1 HOUW.;i Sl~.trJ

•:ccuer:.
.
~ ~1$

;;(ocr)

Oracle DBA

•.u:J·

~

up ,r,j Hccm."t"r,·
s~.r.oo

.<r.J

Web site:
aquariusinstitute.com

....-!'!rtcmu·~ r\.ll'..'<fJ

w.> tt:::(}fl5

1

k~ :•• : C.·:~ 1:1

AJ-ttir.~~k'X\.

$1.000

• Java and Cortla

• Tech Loans Available,
pay as low as $30 a month.

Oncle ROSMS
:{! Houns ;.u ..;o) m

C£T 11EAPY FO R·

•Web Design

• Refund Policy
If Not Completely Satisfied.

OCP

SII.'CO.OO

YISU.U. BASIC 6.0
C¢--.~~FY.1m~

Proffessional

t:~ H I IFIC!\110N

1~K)l)R';

E-COMMERCE
BUSINESS

• Job Placement Available.

Oracle Certified

nn

INSTITUTE

THE
O F COMPUTER SCIENCE

(773) 604 4305

(630) 894 6105

3425 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago.

125 E. Lake St.# 205. Bloomingdale,ll. .

• •
a

Underground Cafe Specials
May 1- May 5

'
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Celebrate Cinquo de Mayo
1. Combination Platter
Cheese Vegetable Enchilada, Tamale, Beef Flautas,
Rice, Retried Beans & Salsa
2. Grilled Chicken Breast Sandwich
with Avocado & Muenster Cheese

3.50
3.50

3. Sloppy Joe with Potato Chips
Soups: Monday
Corn Chowder
Wednesday Carrot Ginger

Monday through Thursday
. 8 AM-6:30PM
Frid ay 8 AM - 3 PM

3.50

Tuesday
Thursday

Chicken Broccoli
Tortilla

We are located in the
lower level of the
600 S. Michigan building

.·..-..... -
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.. A World of Fashion"

Exhibition - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ~ - ·May 4- 11
10 a.m. • 4 p.m., Closed Sat. & Sun
Hokin Annex
623 South Wabash

Fashion.Show - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -- . .
May 11
Matinee, 1:30 p.m.
$15
Evening, 6 p.m Reception
? ·p.m. Show $40
Columbia College Chicago
1104 Center
0L/f; '·" 1104
South Wabash
·c
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·-For the
-love of
-the game
Kane County Cougars
players chase
dreams, fans find
--family atmosphere at
Elfstrom Stadium
By George Dabagia
Correspondent
\\'rigley. Comisky.... Elfstrom?
That's right. Elfstrom Stadium. home of
the Kane County Cougars. a class A
- Jmliate of the Florida Marlins .
Chicagoland has a minor league ball
club. but I don't need to tell you that.
According to the anendance repo rt, the
Cougars a re averaging close to 3500 fans
for home games.
Why are people going to class A baseball eames?
\\'hy not watch the real players in
Chicago?
Why not spend S4.75 for a beer?
Class A baseball is where dreams begin.
It 's the hazing before the initiation
into the big leagues.
These kids made the decision to
become major league baseball players.
To have the opportunity to be immortalized with a baseball card. To get the
chance to play at Wrigley, Fenway, even
Shea. To look up at 30,000 to 50,000
cheering fans. To play in the World
Series.
Unfortunately, most class A players will
never get that chance. But that's why they
play - because the chance is there .
The players are on the road a lot, traveling by bus to cities they've never
heard of. Cities like Beloit, Clinton and
Burlington, all of which a verage
just short of 800 fans per game.
And you know that they're playing for
the love, not the money, because class A
players make between $850-S I 000 per

Rob Hart/Chronicle

Roger MacDuff and his son Michael, 9, from Naperville, sing the song "YMCA" during a recent Cougars

Kdne County Cougar fan says, "I rarely
c lass AAA.
And why wouldn't baseball
go to pro games. The players are not
fans go to Elfstrom Stadium
approachable, it's hard to get an
for a Cougars game? I
autograph, and it's too expensive. I'd
rather drive to Geneva for a Cougars
was there on Saturday, Aprir
game ."
22 for the game against the
Ri ver Bandits from Quad Ci ty
To play America's pastime takes a lot of
(7-7).
talent. To play it professionally
The stadium was just short
takes a lot of heart, dedication and talent.
I tip my hat to a lithe minor league playof a sellout. There was an
easter egg hunt for the
ers who are pursuing a dream that they
know might never wme true.
kids in the outfield before the
game, which ac tually turned
And to the great fans of the Kane
into "biggest kid gets a ll the
County Cougars, keep supporting your
eggs."
team.
There was a lot of fanIt may not be major league ball, but the
Rob Hart/Chronicle player interaction, which is a
beer's cheaper.
great
Most A ball players will never see the big leagues.
o pportunity for the
month. Just enough to live the lifestyle
kids to meet pro baseof the major league bat boy.
ball players. They are
One would assume all the teammates
certainly more
are trying to be noticed by the major
approachable and
league scouts. The competition among
more willing to sign
them must be fierce .
autographs than real
Joe Sergent, a 22-year-old pitcher for
pros .
the Kane County Cougars in his second
Not to mention your
year says, "We are told to play for yourwallet won't be too
self."
sore by the end of the
Makes you think.
day. For $10 you can
Man on third with one out. Down by
get the best seat in the
one run in the ninth . Sacr ifice fl y ties
house, and there are
the game, but hurts your average . What
no bad seats at
do you do?
Elfstrom Stadium.
l' lltell you. You play the way the
And that $4.7 5 beer at
game should be played, and if you do it
Wrigley-- try $2 .75 at
consistently bener than the others, then
Elfstrom.
pack your bags, because your going
Oean Grabowski, a
Rob Hart/Chronicle
to Pro P layer Stadium. Eventually. You
Chicago resident and
Most
players
make
less
than
$1,000
a
month.
s till have to go through class AA and

BenneH
CO tmHUEO FROM BACK P.O.OE

leMett PfiPirll to workout at the Golden Dome at Oarneld Park.

e very match and now is the reigning
l lcavywcight World Ch;nnpiun .
Winnin g the U .S . Challenge also qualified him fur another important event the
Olympic trials. This would prove to he
Uennctt 's ultimate test.
Eight guys inn double-elimination boxo iT s toud between Bennett und his dreum
of representing the United Stutes in the
Olympics. Only one mnn from cneh
weigh t clas' would mnkc the trip hi
Syuncy. llennell won the tria l, ,
"To elinunate ull those 11-uys was s pcciul," he said " I cnn suy, ' I'm the best our
cou ntry hns h> oll'e r. "'
Ucrmett suid his new-found cclehrity
didn 't change him nnd udmits hl' still gets
t1 c huckle OU t of kids usk lnt~ fi)r his lllltll•
sruph.
" You huvc to be m indful bccuusc kids
mimic you," suld Bennett.

While most native Chicago athletes
grew up mimicking Walter Payton or
Michael Jordan, it was a less familiar
name that Bennett grew up idealiz ing.
" Uiake Ezor," said Bennett, Uilking of
the Michigan State running back from the
late 1980s. "Tough-as- hell white boy.
That's how I got my number (22). He was
the man to me ."
Bennett has s urpassed the fume of his
iuul und suid he is ),>oking fom nrd to the
lund down under.
He begins Olympic training cnmp June
1. ond will hend to Austntliu in curly
Augus t.
" I' m rcully l oo~ing forward to the
opening cercmonit·s," suid lknnctt . "To
hnvu n chnnce to mcl't other uthlctcs lik<1
IID'mnustj Dominique MtiCl'nnu' ill be
spcciul."
lie stutcs thut he willnccept no less
thun the go ld in y dney nnd his couch
li~cs his c hnnccs.
" lie brint~s strcnt:tth, desire uml 11 will to
wi n," Hcrmuulc.t; sui d. " ll 1l\ 1\1'\1 \lU
t~oins to stop thnt'l"
Nobody hus yet.
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Cubs struggle, again

-

By Matt Richmond
Copy Editor

Cubs Update
After a miserable stretch again st
Florida, Montreal and the New York
Mets - eight losses in ten games - the
Cubs found themselves eight games back
in the NL Central and al ready waiting till
next year. Things loo ked like they could
only get worse, as they traveled down to
Houston and fabu lous new Enron Field.
But to everyone's surprise, after losing
the first game of the three-game series,
the Cubs left Texas on a two-game winning streak, wi nning a series for the first
time since their sweep of Atl anta two
weeks prior.
Among the high lights of the series was
the performance of former Astra Ricky
Gutierrez. In his first series against his
former team since being traded to the
Cubs, he knocked in 9 RB I for the seri es,
go ing 3-for-5 in the Cubs wi :1 on
Wednesday and 3-for-4 in Thursday's
victory.
The Cubs hope to build on their success in Houston over their upcoming long
homestand. Their next 13 games are at
Wrigley, start ing with three games
against Arizona, April 28-30.
Tasos Katopodis/ special to the

These kids really can play!
By Tom Snyder
Assistant Editor
The Chicago White Sox took three out
of four games from the sl umping
Baltimore Orioles last week to strengthen
their first pl ace margin to two games over
the Cleveland Indians. In game three of
the series Frank Thomas hit his sixth
career grand slam, turning the tide of the
game during a fi ve-run fourth inning.
"I wasn'ttrying anything special and
that's when home runs happen, when

you ' re not trying to hit them," Thomas
the bases with a triple in the third, and
stated. Thomas, who capped off the Sox's going yard on a 1-1 pitch in the seventh,
11-run game with a sacrifice fly in the
the Puerto Rico native deli vered a careereighth inning, is batting a respectable
high 5 RBls.
" If you hit for the cycle in Mil waukee,
.385 so far this season.
In the fourth and final
- - - - - - - - you get a Harley," Valentin - a
former Brewer - said. "But all
game of the
Sox Update
I got here was congratulations.
Baltimore/Chicago series,
shortstop Jose Valentin
But it is still a day 1 will never
became on ly the fifth player in White Sox forget."
history to hit for the cycle as Chicago
Jim Parque (3-1) pitched 6 2/3 inn ings
as the White Sox won for the eighth time
pounded Baltimore 13-4. Reaching safely
on a bunt single in the fi rst inning, douin nine games, holding their lead atop the
bling home a run in the second, clearing
American League Central.

Chronicle Sports
Information
as ofApri128

NHL PLAYOFF MATCH-UPS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
(1) Philadelphia vs. (7) Pittsburgh

(3) Toronto vs. (4) New Jersey

WESTERN CONFERENCE
(2) Dallas vs. (8) San Jose
(3) Colorado vs. (4) Detroit

MLB STANDINGS
Amer1can League
East

New York
Boston
Baltimore
Toronto
Tampa Bay

Ml.S STANDINGS
W-l

13-7
11-7
12-9
11-12
8-13

G8

1
1.5
3 .5
5.5

Central
Chicago
Cleveland
Minnesota
Kansas City
Detroit

ay,
1:30 p.m., the
ronicle is schedled to take on
CRX in basketball
Roosevelt
versity
nasium.
Marc "Madness"
t will lead the
ndergrounders
against the heavily
favored Chronics.
Tune in to WCRX
all week to hear promos for the game.
This Tuesday, on
s Sports
nderground show,
bers of the
Chronicle team will
go toe-to-toe with the
overly pompous crew
WCRX. The
will air from 7p.m. on 8~.1 FM.
The game is open
the public and will
e live broadcast on
WCRX.

15-7
11-7
11-12
10-12
5-15

2
4.5
5
9

Next
•
Week 10
Chronicle
Sports:

Eastern Conference

W-l-T-PTS
New England 1-2-3-6
Miami

1-2-3-6

Metrostars

2-4-0-6

DC United

1-4-0-3

~

Weet
Seattle
Anaheim
Oakland
Texas

12-8
11-12
9-13
8-13

Central Conferenoe
2.5
4
4 .5

Tampa Bay

4-3-0-12

East

Dallas

3-3-0-9

Atlanta
New York
Montreal
Florida
Philadelphia

Chicago

2-3-1-7

Columbus

2-3-1-7

National Lea&Ue
15-6
14-9
12-8
13-10
7-14

2
2.5
3
8

Central
St. Louis
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Hous ton

3.5
5.5
5 .5
6
6

West
Arizona
Los Angeles
San Diego
Colorado
San Francisco

14-8
11-10
11-11
10-12
9-11

Kansas City

4
4

~

Cubs Update

~Sox Update

5-0-1-16

~
''

Dig in, speak out.

i

Sports has expanded to
l three pages. To get In

:RE:Giflvt =
San Jose

2.5
3

~ Sports Terminal
Website

'
Weetem Conference

14-8
10-11
8-13
8-13
9-15
7-13

Rugby in Chicago

2-3-1-7

MAY

oz

':t!raotha:eCouch,
! Chronicle, e-mail blm at
2000 Gbc:ouch@hotmal.com or

I

COLOMB~

cal312-344-7086.
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Bars to
ropes
Chicago native Michael Bennett has gone
from prison to representing the U.S.A. in
the Olympics in less than two years
By Gra ham Couch
Sports Editor
Hi s siste rs v.~re waitinu ror him \\ith

his fa, orite snack- hon~; buns and
orange juice. lichacl Bennell. currently
the hca') weight boxing amateur \\Orld
champion. had just been released from
pnson.
rhey pray ed together. than~ing God fo r
lellmg him com~ out ph) 1call) and mentally sound.
··You learn that )OU don't do the time
yourself."' Benne11 sa1d. ··Your family and
those \\hO IO\C )OU do it "ith you also:·
As Bennell rod~ home to Chical!o\
:-\onh Side "ith his sisters. e' "" ~1in!!
seemed to be mo' mg so fa;t. II~ sarc;stically urged them to s lo" do" n.
rhe day was July 28. 1998. It had been

seven excruciatingly long years since ht:
had made the mi stake tha t cost him the
li fe he kne\\ .
Bennc11 "as home on >eumner break
from C'orth Park Collcl!c 111 1991. "here
he \\aS a linebacker on-the football team .
He and an old friend from hid1 school
went out one night Jnd robbed a comenience store.

"I "as hangmg "ith someone I didn't
ha'e any business hanging "ith." Acnnell
said. " People all make mi;ta~es. some
just pay more than others."
Bennell paid. The judge sentenced him
to 26 years. After an appeal it was
reduced to 15. Nevenhe less, Benncll was
to spend the beller pan of his 20s locked
up.
The tho ught of pri son scared him . He
had ne ver been in a ny trouble with the
law before .
" When I first arrived I was like, what
the hell have I go11en myself into?" he
sa id. "To go from living in a co llege do rm
to prison is a big c hange, but you learn
how to s urvive and adapt."
Bennett tried to surround himself with
inmates who were making an allcmpt to
do something positive with their lives. He
continued school behind the prison walls
and earned his as-oc iatc 's degree. But
prison time is s lo w tunc and Bcnnell
needed something ebc to pa" the days.
" It seemed like an eterni ty," he sa1d. " I
had to find somethi ng to do wi th my time
constructively."
Ben nell turned to boxing. l ie admits,
howe ver, that hi; first figh t was less about
sport and more a bou t knocking the snot
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Bennett leaves In August for Sydney, Australia, where he will represent the United States In the Heavywelgllt division.
out of a fellow inmate .
" I heard about this box ing tournament
that this guy was en teri ng," sa id Bennett.
" I knew the guy who was talking tras h
was in it a nd I wan ted to kick his ass, but
I wanted to do it legally."
Benncn won the fi ght and the tournament and ne ver looked back .
Upon his release, he knew he wanted to
continue his boxing career so he went in
search o f a gym and a tra iner. Through a
friend he met George ll ernandc~. the
trainer at the Gol den Dome Fie ldhouse in
Garfield Park on C hicago's We;t Side.
"ll lernandeLI knew in order for me to
be content and try hard at box ing, I needed a job," said Ben nell.
·1hrough the help o f hi s new trainer,
Bennell landed a jo b as a c hurn press
operator at a dyecasting company. And
thus began his rigorous tra ining schedu le.
Five days a week, Be n nell would work

from I I p .m. to 7 a. m. He would get
home around eight o 'c lock and go running. Afte r eating, he would s leep unti l
3:30p.m. Then it was off to the gym to
train until 8:30 or so.
Bennen had blown it with college football . With several friends whom he considered equa ls at bes t on the field playing
pro football, Bennett didn't want to regret
not fulfilling his athletic potential. He had
a lways thought "wha t i with football.
T he on ly way to rid himself of that feeling was to g ive everything he had to boxing.
He rnandez rea lized right away he had a
diamond in the rough.
" He docsn 'tlike to lose and he prepares
himself properly," he said. "That's what
makes him a unique fi ghter. Whe reas
some other guys want to s lack off and
come in and trai n when they want to,
Mic hae l does this rel igiously."
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At 6-0 and just a shade under 200
pounds, Bennett ente red hi s fi rst to urnament- the U .S. Champions hips. With
only six bouts under his belt, he won the
regionals and went on to the nationals.
Bennett made it a ll the way to the finals
where he lost to Mali k Scott. Howeve r,
after less than a year as a free man, he
was 12-1 and held the No. 2 rank ing for
amateur heavyweights in the nation.
He went on to fight in and win the U .S .
Challenge, which qualified him for the
World C hampionships. Despite the fact
that the World C hampionships would be
his fi rst international fight, Bennett was
poised.
"I don' t care if he is from Uzbekistan,
Canada, or China; it 's all fighting," he
said.
The more phys ical style of international
boxing proved to favor Benne tt. He won

See Bennett, page 26
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